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It is obvious from the details of his career that Angus knows more about optical coatings, both in terms of design and of fabrication, than most of us put together. It is therefore quite expected that I feel free to state that, in my opinion, this book is a necessity, rather on par with having the use of a coating facility, a good coating program, and a fast computer, for anybody in the field of thin-film optical coatings and filters. Therefore, if you are new in this field, your first priority should be to make sure that you have the undivided use of a copy of this book … All in all, the book is a good statement of the state of the art of thin-film deposition theory and practice at the turn of the millennium.
  -Roger M. Wood, Elsevier

The third edition is no less rich and includes expanded references and information on many advances in design and technology since the second edition was published in 1986 … [it] is a must-have addition to the library of any optical thin-film theorist or practitioner. It provides extensive methods to use in achieving desired optical performance for a broad range of coating types and extensive references for one to use in delving deeper into these topics.
 -Dale E. Morton, Denton Vacuum, LLC, SVC News

The foreword to the second edition of this book identified increasing computer power and availability as especially significant influences in optical coating design. This has continued to the point where any description I might give of current computing speed and capacity would be completely out of date by the time this work is in print. Software for coating design (and for other tasks) is now so advanced that commercial packages have almost completely replaced individually written programs. I have often heard it suggested that this removes all need for skill or even knowledge from the act of coating design. I firmly believe that the need for skill and understanding is actually increased by the availability of such powerful tools. The designer who knows very well what he or she is doing is always able to achieve better results than the individual who does not. Coating design still contains compromises. Some aspects of performance are impossible to attain. The results offered by an automatic process that is attempting to reach impossible goals are usually substantially poorer than those when the goals are realistic. The aim of the book, therefore, is still to improve understanding.

During the years since publication of the second edition, the energetic processes, and particularly ion-assisted deposition, have been widely adopted. There are several consequences. The improved stability of optical constants of the materials has enabled the reliable production of coatings of continuously increasing complexity. We even see coatings produced now purely for their aesthetic appeal. Then the enormous improvement in environmental stability has opened up new applications, especially in communications. Unprecedented temperature stability of optical coatings can now be achieved. Specially designed coatings have simplified the construction of ultrafast lasers. Banknotes of many countries inhibit counterfeiting by carrying patches exhibiting the typical iridescence of optical coatings. Coatings to inhibit the effects of glare are now integral parts of visual display units.
I mentioned in my previous foreword
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Now You Know TreoPeachpit Press, 2004
Even a smartphone needs a smart user to take advantage of all of its brillianceespecially when that phone is as jam-packed with features as the Treo. To master all of the Treo's phone, email, Internet, photographic, and organizational capabilities, you need this pocket-sized guide! As the only Treo guide authorized by its maker (palmOne), this one...
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Human-Centric Interfaces for Ambient IntelligenceAcademic Press, 2009
To create truly effective human-centric ambient intelligence systems both engineering and computing methods are needed. This is the first book to bridge data processing and intelligent reasoning methods for the creation of human-centered ambient intelligence systems. Interdisciplinary in nature, the book covers topics such as multi-modal...
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InDesign CS2 for Macintosh and Windows : Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
You already know why it makes sense for you to learn Adobe  InDesign: because major magazines, newspapers, book publishers, ad  agencies, graphic-design firms, and corporate creative groups  worldwide use it to increase productivity and refine creative  results. And you need to get up to speed on the very newest  version--Adobe InDesign CS2--today!...
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Hotspot Networks : WiFi for Public Access Locations (Professional Telecom)McGraw-Hill, 2002
Need-to-know-information on a fast-emerging technology from one of the top  voices in networking—that’s what this detailed guide for network engineers and  developers gives you. With Hotspot Networks, you can position yourself to  promote, design, implement, or develop service applications in a not new market.  With in-depth...
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How to Do Everything Microsoft Expression Web 2McGraw-Hill, 2009
Master Microsoft Expression Web 2
Build dynamic, standards-based web sites for personal or professional use with help from this easy-to-follow guide. How to Do Everything: Microsoft Expression Web 2 shows you how to use all of the versatile features this powerful web design tool has to offer. Screenshots along with...
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Rethinking Young People’s Marginalisation: Beyond neo-Liberal Futures? (Youth, Young Adulthood and Society)Routledge, 2018

	
		In the 21st century myriad earth systems – atmospheric systems, ocean systems, land systems, neo-Liberal capitalism – are in crisis. These crises are deeply related. Taking diverse and multiple forms, they have diverse and multiple consequences and are evidenced in such things as war, everyday violence, hate and...
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